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Abstract—Network Function Virtualization (NFV) allows 
multiple Virtual Networks (VNs) to share the underlying 
physical infrastructure via VN mapping, thus improving the 
utilization of physical resources. In this paper, for the first time, 
we study the multicast service-oriented VN mapping that can 
support big data applications over Elastic Optical Networks 
(EONs). We first formulate the problem of minimizing the 
spectrum consumption in multicast service-oriented VN using a 
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model in order to 
achieve the lower bound on the spectrum consumption. We then 
propose an efficient heuristic algorithm, called Integrated 
Genetic and Simulated Annealing (IGSA) algorithm to address 
the problem with low computational complexity. By encoding 
node mapping, multicast tree construction, link mapping and 
spectrum requirements in the same gene and auto-adjusted 
evolution, and utilizing simulated annealing to find the fittest 
multicast requests mapping order, IGSA can perform joint 
optimization for all the multicast requests in a global way. 
Through extensive simulations, we demonstrate that IGSA 
outperforms the other heuristic solutions in terms of spectrum 
consumption, blocking probability and normalized throughput, 
while achieving close to minimum spectrum consumption with a 
much lower time complexity than MILP. 

Keywords—Multicast; Virtual Network Mapping; Elastic Optical 
Networks (EONs); Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP); 
Integrated Genetic and Simulated Annealing  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) along with 
virtualization technologies can provide network services 
without deploying dedicated appliances. This is accomplished 
by implementing network functions in software that can be run 
using standardized high volume servers/switches/storage. A set 
of network services, sometimes referred to as Service Function 
Chains [1], can be provided by a Virtual Network (VN) 
consisting of virtual nodes and virtual links. Such a VN is then 
mapped to the Substrate Network (SN) by mapping each 
virtual node to a physical node (servers/switches/storage), and 
mapping each virtual link to a physical path (and allocating the 
necessary bandwidth) in the SN. With NFV, multiple diverse 
VNs can coexist on a common SN to share the physical 
resources.  

One of the major challenges is how to efficiently map the 
virtual nodes and virtual links of VNs onto the shared SN, 
which is known as VN mapping problem [2]. Although many 
schemes have been proposed to map VNs for unicast service 
[2-4], few focused on designing efficient strategies to 

accommodate VNs with multicast service traffic [5]. In fact, 
many big data applications, distributed file systems (e.g., Map 
Reduce), point-to-multipoint real-time and interactive 
applications (e.g., video-conferencing and IPTV) use multicast 
communications in order to improve the utilization of the 
physical resources. Unlike the unicast service where data 
packets are transmitted between a single sender and a single 
receiver, multicast service requires that the same data packet 
flows to a selected group of destinations, which can share the 
data transmission along the common links. For example, to 
deliver the same data packet to multiple multicast receivers, the 
data packet may just traverse the common links only once. 
This can dramatically improve the network utilization 
efficiency by sharing bandwidth along the common links. To 
maximize such sharing, the existing unicast VN mapping 
schemes cannot be directly applied and efficient multicast VN 
mapping approaches are needed. 

The problem of mapping multicast service-oriented VNs 
has a few unique aspects, e.g., i) the physical multicasting 
source and destination nodes are not fixed; ii) the same 
multicasting streams over different virtual links may go 
through the same substrate link (e.g., fiber); iii) multicast VN 
mapping allows different multicast tree (VN topology level) 
design (i.e., determining which destination nodes can be relay 
nodes to other destinations nodes) in order to maximize 
network resource utilization. Recently, some multicast tree 
routing issues were investigated for networks with fixed 
multicasting source and destination nodes [6-13]. The authors 
in [6] studied the online routing of bandwidth-guaranteed 
multicasts in traditional IP networks which can be applied into 
provisioning bandwidth-guaranteed virtual private network 
(VPN) services under the “hose” service model. The study in 
[7] dealt with the multicasting problem using the notion of 
virtual forces over mobile ad-hoc networks. The authors in [8] 
studied the joint optimization problem of multicast routing and 
sparse splitting in WDM networks wherein some switches are 
incapable of splitting light. The work in [9] focused on 
supporting multicast routing from electronic layers in Multicast 
Incapable (MI) WDM networks. The work in [11-13] studied 
the multicast resource allocation problem over Elastic Optical 
Networks (EONs) when source and destination nodes are 
given. However, these works do not fully consider multicast 
routing together with virtual node mapping and multicast tree 
design, which may limit the bandwidth sharing on links thus 
decreasing the utilization of physical resources.  



Driven by the recent innovations in Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technology, the finer-grained 
subcarriers (i.e., 12.5GHz) were proposed for EONs which is 
called OFDM-based EONs [14]. OFDM-based EONs can 
support multiple distance-adaptive modulation formats and the 
OFDM transponder can assign continuous subcarriers to serve 
multicast requests with different bandwidth demand. Through 
efficient and flexible modulation format selection and 
spectrum allocation, OFDM-based EONs are promising 
candidates for the next generation optical networks of 100G, 
400G and beyond. Hence, in this work, we consider OFDM-
based EONs as the substrate network to support multicast 
service-oriented VNs. The spectrum continuity and spectrum 
conflict constraints in OFDM-based EONs have to be 
considered when performing multicast VN mapping, and this 
introduces additional challenges. However, the existing work 
on multicast VN mapping either investigated the problem 
subject to delay and delay variation constraints [5] (enabling 
multiple description coding based video applications [15]) over 
general physical network, or focused on mapping  multicast  
VNs  with  reliability  constraints  onto a  wireless mesh 
network [16]. 

 In this paper, we study the multicast service-oriented VN 
mapping problem over OFDM-based EONs with the objective 
of minimizing the spectrum consumption. Specifically, we 
consider the use of multiple distance adaptive modulation 
formats and Multicast Capable Optical Cross-connects (MC 
OXCs) with limited multicast ability. We propose a Mixed 
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model to obtain the lower 
bound of the spectrum consumption. To solve the problem 
more efficiently, we design an Integrated Genetic and 
Simulated Annealing (IGSA) algorithm which simultaneously 
optimizes node mapping, multicast tree construction, routing, 
and spectrum assignment for multiple multicast requests. A 
genetic algorithm is used to encode node mapping, multicast 
tree construction, and subcarriers requirement. In addition, we 
use simulated annealing to find the optimal multicast requests 
mapping order in terms of fitness value. Combining genetic 
and simulated annealing algorithm, IGSA can efficiently 
produce the fittest individual (i.e., solution to the problem) 
which is close to the optimal solution. We evaluate our 
solutions in terms of complexity, spectrum consumption, 
blocking probability and normalized throughput. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. We 
describe the problem in Section II and present the MILP model 
in Section III. Then we propose two heuristic algorithms 
Greedy and IGSA algorithm in Section IV. The performance 
evaluation is presented in Section V and finally we conclude 
the paper in Section VI. 

II. MULTICAST SERVICE-ORIENTED VN MAPPING PROBLEM 

OVER OFDM-BASED EONS 

An OFDM-based EON can be modeled as a graph G = (V, 
E), where V is the set of physical nodes and E is the set of 
physical fiber links. Each physical node is equipped with C 
units of computation resources while each fiber link has B 
subcarriers (the size of each Subcarrier Frequency Slot (SFS) 
is 12.5 GHz). The OFDM-based EONs uses Multicast Capable 
Optical Cross-connect (MC-OXCs) with limited multicast 

ability, which can support four types of modulation formats: 
BPSK, QPSK, 8QAM and 16QAM. The corresponding 
capacity  of one SFS  is CSFS = k*12.5 Gb/s, where k=1,2,3,4 
with transmission reaches of 10,000 km, 5,000 km, 2,500 km, 
1,250 km for the above four modulation formats, respectively. 
We assume that only BPSK can be used when the distance 
between the source and destination nodes is more than 10,000 
km.  

For a given multicast VN request ( , , ),i i i iMR s D b i R  , si 
is the virtual source node, Di (|Di|>1) is the virtual destination 
node set, and bi is the requested bandwidth in the multicast 
group. We assume a given node { , }i iv s D , requires c(v) 
computing resources and can only be mapped onto a subset of 
physical nodes denoted by S(v).  

For each multicast request, we need to find the virtual node 
mapping, construct a multicast light-tree (i.e., decide which 
nodes are “spilt and copy” nodes in the optical domain), and 
determine the routing, modulation selection and spectrum 
allocation of the light-tree over OFDM-based EONs such that 
the total spectrum consumption is minimized. In addition to the 
spectrum continuity and spectrum conflict constraints in the 
process of Routing and Spectrum Allocation (RSA) in EONs, 
we have to consider the limited number of “split and copy” on 
each node for the same multicast traffic, which is referred to as 
the fan out limitation. For example, Fig.1 (a) shows a multicast 
request, where the number in the rectangle next to each node is 
the required computing resource, and the bandwidth of the 
multicast request b is 2 subcarriers in QPSK format. As shown 
in Fig.1 (b), s1 , d11, d12 and d13 can be mapped onto node A, F, 
C and D, respectively. Node F is the mapping node for d11 
which is the “split and copy” node. The virtual link s1-d11 is 
routed on links A-B and B-F; s1-d12 is routed on links A-B, B-F 
and F-C and s1-d13 is routed on links A-B, B-F and F-D. 
Bandwidth resources on links A-B and B-F can be shared by 
three multicast destinations. Assume the number of subcarriers 
on each fiber link is B =10 as shown in Fig.1 (c), where the 
gray blocks represent the occupied subcarriers and the blank 
ones are the available subcarriers, and consecutive subcarrier 5 
and 6 can be selected to carry the multicast traffic on the 
mapped physical links AB, BF, FC and FD. 

III. MILP FORMULATION FOR MULTICAST SERVICE-ORIENTED 

VN MAPPING  PROBLEM OVER OFDM-BSAED EONS 

In this section, we develop a Mixed Integer Linear 
Programming (MILP) model to mathematically formulate the 

   
    (a)                       (b)                                     (c)  

Fig.1 An example of multicast service-oriented VN mapping 



multicast service-oriented VN mapping over OFDM-based 
EONs. 

Notations 

G = (V, E): graph representing the physical substrate network 
v V :  a physical node 
C(v): computing capacity of node v  
RC(v): residual capacity of node v  

vN : fan-out of node v  

mn E : physical fiber link between m and n 
d(mn) : distance of fiber link mn 
B: the number of subcarriers on each link 
BGB: guard band between spectrum allocations for different 
requests 
MRi = (si, Di, bi): a multicast request i, si is the source node, Di 
(|Di|>1) is the destination node set, bi is the request bandwidth 

{ }i i iV s D  : the node set for request iMR  

ijd : the thj destination node in iD  

( )ic v : the computation resource requirement of node i iv V  

( )iS v : the set of candidate physical mapping nodes of virtual 

node i iv V  
'E : set of links from virtual source to its physical candidate 

mapping nodes and links from destination’s candidate 
physical mapping nodes to corresponding destination 

'AGE E E   

( )AG ii
V V V   : the set of nodes from all requests and 

physical network 
( , )AG AG AGG V E : the augmented graph 

Variables 
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id : the maximal path length in the light-tree of iMR  

in : the number of subcarriers iMR  requires 

( )i iss es : an integer variable indicating subcarrier allocation 

starting (ending) slot for request iMR  

Objective 

The objective is to minimize the total spectrum allocation 
of all multicast requests across all the fiber links over EONs. 

Minimize ,mn i ii R mn E
n

 
    (1) 

Constraints 

One on one node mapping 
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      (4) 

Equation (2) and (3) ensure that each virtual node is 
mapped to at most one physical node and Equation (4) ensures 
that multiple virtual nodes from the same request cannot be 
mapped to the same physical node. 

Node capacity constraint   

, ,( ) ( ) ( ),
i ijij i

s v i i v d i iji R i R d D
c s c d C v v V 

  
        (5) 

Equation (5) specifies that the total occupied computing 
resources on a physical node cannot exceed its capacity ( )C v . 

Fan Out Limitation 

 , , ,vn i vn V
N i R v V


      (6) 

Equation (6) guarantees that the number of “split and 
copy” on each physical node cannot exceed its fan out 
limitation Nv for the same multicast request. 

Flow Conservation Constraint 

 , , 1, {1... | |},
i is n ij ms ij in V m V

j D i R 
 

        (7) 

 , , 1, {1... | |},
ij ijd n ij m d ij in V m V

j D i R 
 

         (8) 

, nr, 0,
i i

mn ij ijm V V r V V   
     

 , {1... | |},in V j D i R       (9) 
 

Equations (7)-(9) ensure that traffic from si to the 
destination is routed on exactly one path. 

Multicast Tree Construction 

 , , , {1... | |}, ,mn i mn ij i AGj D i R mn E         (10) 

Equation (10) ensures that all the links used by MRi are 
considered at most once if it is used by any source and 
destination node pair in MRi to construct the multicast tree. 

Modulation Selection 

 ,
{1...| |}
max ( ),

i
i mn ijmn Ej D

d d mn i R


     (11) 

 i
i GBSFS

i

b
n B

C
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Equation (11) calculates the distance of the longest path in 
the multicast light-tree. Equation (12) is used to calculate the 
number of subcarriers that iMR requires, where SFS

iC is 
determined by the reach distance di as described in Section II. 

 

 



Spectrum Allocation Constraint 

 1 ,i i ies ss n i R      (13) 

 , (0, ],i ies ss B i R    (14) 

 , , 1, , , ,ij mn i mn jc i j R i j mn E          (15) 

 1, , ,ij jio o i j R i j      (16) 

 1 (1 ), , ,j i ij ijes ss B o c i j R i j         (17) 

 1 (2 ), , ,i j ij ijes ss B o c i j R i j         (18) 

Equation (13) shows that continuous subcarriers are 
allocated to the light-tree. Equation (14) is the spectrum 
capacity constraint. Equation (15)-(18) ensures that the 
spectrum conflict and continuity constraints are satisfied. 

The above MILP model can obtain optimal results in terms 
of minimizing the total spectrum allocation. However, due to 
the computational complexity, the MILP model is impractical 
to solve for a large-scale physical network. Hence, in the next 
section, we propose efficient heuristics. 

IV. HEURISTICS FOR MULTICAST SERVICE-ORIENTED VN 

MAPPING PROBLEM OVER OFDM-BASED EONS 

In this section, we propose two heuristic algorithms which 
are the Greedy algorithm and the Integrated Genetic and 
Simulated Annealing (IGSA) algorithm to efficiently solve the 
problem of multicast VN mapping over OFDM-based EONs. 

A. The Greedy Algorithm  

To efficiently solve the multiple multicast VN mapping, the 
Greedy algorithm sorts all multicast requests in decreasing 
order of their bandwidth requirements, and then greedily maps 
them. For each unmapped multicast request, the Greedy 
algorithm first maps the source node and then greedily maps 
the destination nodes and constructs the light-tree using the 
link mapping first concept in [17]. After virtual node mapping, 
multicast tree construction and virtual link mapping are 
determined, the most efficient modulation level that can satisfy 
the transmission reach of the longest path in the optical 
multicast tree is employed. Then the number of subcarriers 
required is calculated using Equation (12). Finally, the Greedy 
algorithm uses the first-fit approach to allocate subcarriers 
while considering the spectrum continuity and spectrum 
conflict constraints. The detailed steps of the Greedy algorithm 
are shown in Algorithm 1, where
( ( ), , ( )) ( ), ,spd vm m SP vm Vector v v m V   ; ( )SP vm  is the 

shortest path from node v to node m , ,v m V  ; dsp(vm) is the 
corresponding distance; T=(root, Dst, U, ET) is the multicast  
tree over the physical network; root is the physical  node used 
to map the source; Dst is the set of physical nodes used to map 
all the multicast destinations; U is the set of non-destination 
nodes in the multicast tree and ET is the link set for the 
multicast tree. 

B. The Integrated Genetic and Simulated Annealing (IGSA) 
Algorithm 

Although the Greedy algorithm has a much lower 
computational complexity compared to the MILP, it maps 
multiple multicast requests one by one sequentially by solving 

the node mapping, multicast tree construction, link mapping 
and spectrum allocation in separated steps. In this subsection, 
we propose an Integrated Genetic and Simulated Annealing 
(IGSA) algorithm that jointly optimizes node mapping, 
multicast tree construction, routing and spectrum allocation for 
all the multicast requests. In the following subsections, we 
present the encoding mechanism, the fitness function, the 
evolution process, and the convergence condition for IGSA. 

1) Genetic Encoding  
We encode each gene as the provisioning for a single 

multicast request. An individual composed by a set of different 
genes represents the provisioning for all the multicast requests 
and a population is a set of individuals. Specifically, we 
encode each Genei as {NodeMi, SteinerTi, ni} for multicast 
request MRi, where NodeMi is the node mapping index defined 
in Equation (19); SteinerTi is multicast tree index formulated in 
Equation (20) which is associated with an alternative Steiner 
Tree (ST) and ni is the number of subcarriers MRi requires. 

 
Algorithm 1: Greedy Algorithm 

 
Pre-calculation: For each physical node v, calculate 

shortest paths to all other physical nodes and store 
corresponding results in Vector(v) . 

1: Sort all the virtual requests decreasingly according to 
bandwidth requirement bi and calculate ni assuming it uses the 
lowest modulation level in Equation (12); 

2: For each iMR , set T    , map the source node is by 

choosing the available candidate physical node 'v with largest 
available subcarriers on its outgoing links as the mapping 
node for source node is , let 'root v in T ; 

3: Map destination nodes; 
1) Find a physical node m V and { }m root Dst  that 

is the candidate mapping node for some destination 
node ij id D where ( )spd vm is the smallest

{ }u root Dst U    , and make sure the spectrum 

capacity constraint on SP(vm) and fan-out limitation 
constraint on node u can be satisfied; 

2) If it fails to find such a node described in 1), block the 
current multicast request and go to 2; 

3) If there is more than one destination node that uses 
physical node m V and { }m root Dst  as the 

candidate mapping node, select node dij with the least 
physical candidate mapping nodes to map first; 

4) Map node dij onto node m, remove node dij from Di; 
5) Copy all the links along SP(vm) into set ET, node m 

into Dst and all the intermediate nodes along SP(vm) 
into node set U ;  

4: Go to 3 if iD   ; 

5: Map multicast request i according to T by recalculating 
ni and allocate spectrum resources using the first-fit approach; 

6: Update network status and go to 2 to process the next 
request if it exists, otherwise end the process. 
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1

1 1

[1, ], 1

[ 1, ], 1
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NM when i
NodeM

NM NM when i R
  

 

   
     

 (19) 

[( 1) 1, ],i i T i TSteinerT NodeM N NodeM N i R        (20) 

In Equation (19-20), iNM is the number of combinations of 
node mappings for MRi, and NT is the number of alternative 
STs for each node mapping. For each MRi, we randomly select 
an index NodeMi to present its node mapping, and then we 
randomly pick an index SteinerTi to present its multicast light-
tree construction. Afterwards, we use Equation (11) and (12) to 
calculate ni. We repeat this process for each multicast request 
to obtain an individual. A different node mapping and ST for 
each request is randomly selected (i.e., new gene is generated) 
to generate more individuals and those different individuals are 
grouped together to form a population of size P. The 
corresponding gene is marked as blocked when any physical 
mapping node (link) does not have sufficient computing 
(spectrum) resources for the request or cannot satisfy the fan-
out limitation. 

2) Fitness Function 
We evaluate each individual by the fitness function in 

Equation (21), where Ftotal_s is the total allocated subcarriers for 
all the requests served; H is a large positive constant to 
suppress the fitness value if there is blocking and Fbb is the 
total bandwidth demand from the source to all its destinations 
of all the blocked requests. The fitness function maximizes 
accepted multicast requests due to a relatively large 
suppression factor H, and also tries to minimize the spectrum 
allocation for the non-blocked multicast requests. Note that a 
different order of mapping all multicast requests in an 
individual will affect its fitness value due to the spectrum 
fragmentations generated during spectrum allocation process 
(IGSA simply uses the first-fit approach to allocate spectrum 
resources for each request). In order to find an optimized 
request mapping order for the multiple multicast requests in 
each individual in terms of fitness value, we design a 
Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA) as shown in 
Algorithm 2. A configuration C is defined as an order of genes 
(requests) in which the node resource and spectrum allocation 
are addressed and the energy function E(C) is defined the same 
as the fitness function in Equation (21). Temperature T is a 
global time varying parameter and how this temperature is 
varied over time is the annealing schedule. The probability Pr 
defined in Equation (22) will decrease when T becomes 
smaller. 

 _ *total s bbF F H F   (21) 

 ( ( ) (C))/TE N E
rP e   (22)  

3) Design of IGSA   
At the beginning of IGSA, the first generation G of size P 

is initialized randomly, then G goes into the evolution phase 
which mainly includes selection, crossover and mutation 
operations. Specifically, a fixed number of individuals denoted 
as GS are randomly selected from the population G, then we 
apply the tournament selection within individual set GS and the 
winner of each tournament (i.e., the fittest one in the 

competing group) is selected to evolve to the crossover phase. 
We randomly pair all the winners as parents to do multipoint 
gene level crossover to get offspring. For each parent pair, we 
randomly choose |R|*pc (where pc is the cross rate) number of 
genes to swap. We then select P fittest individuals from the 
parents’ generation population and their offspring pools to 
keep the population size constant. The chosen P fittest 
individuals then go into the mutation phase. In the mutation 
phase, a number of genes are randomly selected by mutation 
ratio |R|*pm (where pm is the mutation rate) for each offspring. 
For each chosen gene, the node mapping index and ST index 
are mutated by the mutation probability which is usually a very 
small number between 0.001 and 0.1 according to the size of 
population and length of individual. To improve IGSA’s 
performance, we  adopt  an  adaptive  strategy [18] to  
dynamically  adjust the  crossover  rate pc and  mutation  rate 
pm  based  on  the  individuals’ fitness as shown in Equation 
(23) and (24): 
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     where Fp is the fitness of individual p; Fmin is the smallest 
fitness value in the population; Fmean is the average fitness 
value and Fp1p2 are the average fitness value of individual p1, 
p2. , , , [0,1]c c m m     are randomly generated constant 

coefficients, and 0cP and 0mP are default rates for the fittest 
individuals in the population. 

The mutated child who has decreased fitness value will 
replace the individual with highest fitness value to keep 
population size unchanged. It then goes to the next evolution 
stage with this new generation. After the convergence, it will 
map all multicast requests according to the genetic encoding of 
the best fitness individual in the last generation and its 
corresponding configuration C. The detailed procedure of 
IGSA is shown in Algorithm 3.  

 

Algorithm 2: Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA) 

1: Initialize configuration C randomly, set temperature T, 
and calculate E(C);  

2: Generate a new configuration N by randomly swapping 
two neighboring genes and calculate E(N);  

3: If E(N) < E(C), go to 5 ; otherwise go to 4; 
4: If [0,1]rP Rand , go to 5; otherwise go to 6; 

5: Let C = N; 
6: Calculate , 0 1T T where     ; 

7: If T=0, go to 8, otherwise go to 2; 
8: Store configuration C and set E(C) as the fitness value 

and terminate the SAA process. 
 
 



4) Convergence Condition 
To evaluate IGSA’s convergence performance, we modify 

the degree of diversity [19] as in Equation (25), 
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    (25)  

      where |DF(p1, p2)| is the absolute value of fitness 
difference of individual p1 and p2; and Fmax is the maximal 
fitness value in the generation. If Dp is lower than a certain 
threshold for 5 generations or more [20], we say the algorithm 
has converged. We stop IGSA when it converges or the 
number of iteration reaches a preset threshold. 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  

A. Experiment Setting 

We evaluate the proposed MILP model and heuristic 
algorithms on a 14-node, 22-link NSF network. By default, 
each physical node can provide 10,000 units computing 
resource, while each physical link has a spectrum capacity of 
4.75 THz with a subcarrier of 12.5 GHz (i.e., 358 subcarriers). 
Note that the fan out of the MC-OXC on each physical node is 
randomly selected between 2 and 4 [21]. The guard band for 
each request is 1 subcarrier [11]. 

For each multicast request, the source node and destination 
node set are randomly generated with the number of 
destinations uniformly distributed between [2, 8]. The 
computing demand of each node is less than 100 units with a 
uniform distribution. The set of candidate mapping nodes S(v) 
(where |S(v)| is  within [3,14] following a uniform distribution) 
for each node v in multicast request are randomly selected from 
the physical node set. The bandwidth demand of each multicast 
request is uniformly distributed within 10-100 Gb/s. Table I 
lists other parameter settings. For the purpose of comparison, 
we modified and implemented the naturally-inspired (NI) 
algorithm proposed in [12].  

 

Algorithm 3: Integrated Genetic and Simulated Annealing 
(IGSA) Algorithm 

1: Initialize the first generation G with population size P; 
2: For each individual, call SAA to get the fitness value; 
3: Selection and crossover to get offspring; 
4: For each child, call SAA to calculate the fitness value; 
5: Select P fittest individuals from parents and children, 

and then the chosen children go to the mutation phase; 
6: Mutation operation and for each mutated child, call 

SAA to obtain the fitness value; 
7: Use mutated child with decreased fitness value to 

replace the individual with highest fitness value until all the 
satisfied individuals are replaced while keeping population 
size P constant to get new generation 'G ; 

8: If it converges or reaches a preset threshold of iteration 
number, go to 9; otherwise go to 3 with G'; 

9: Provide mapping according to the fittest individual in
'G and its requests mapping order configuration C, terminate 

the IGSA process. 
 

 All simulations are run on a computer with 2.5 GHz Intel 
Core i5-3210 CPU and 12 GB RAM. For the MILP, the 
simulation will be terminated if the optimal solution is 
obtained or the running time of 5 hours is reached. Each 
statistic result is the average result of 20 simulations. 

B. Performance Analysis  

As shown in Fig.2 (a), we first evaluate the spectrum 
consumption of different schemes when the number of 
multicast requests increases. We can see that the MILP 
performs the best and provides the lower bound. It can also be 
observed that the spectrum consumption of IGSA is close to 
the lower bound obtained by the MILP formulation, consuming 
31%-56% (36%-64%) less spectrum resources than that of 
Greedy (NI) due to the joint optimization of virtual node 
mapping, light-tree construction, and routing and spectrum 
allocation for all the multicast requests. In Table II, we list the 
computational time of different schemes when the number of 
multicast requests varies. We can see that IGSA’s time 
complexity is smaller than that of NI and much smaller than 
that of the MILP (which cannot find the optimal solution in a 
reasonable time when the problem become large). Similarly, 
from Fig. 2 (b) we can see that IGSA converges much faster 
than NI (with number of multicast requests as 20) due to the 
dynamically updated crossover rate pc and mutation rate pm 
(the curves are crossed because of using different ordinates for 
different fitness functions). Hence, IGSA can also be applied to 
the case with dynamic requests due to the low time complexity, 
particularly when the real time service is sensitive to the 
provisioning time.  

We also evaluate the blocking probability (i.e., the number 
of blocked multicast requests over the total number of 
multicast requests) and the normalized throughput (i.e., the 
sum of allocated bandwidth over the total sum of requested 
bandwidth) when the network resources are insufficient for 
different number of multicast requests. From Fig.2 (c) we 
observe that the first blocking occurs much later when 

TABLE II. Computation time (seconds) of different solutions

3 5 10 12 20 100

MILP 1004.61 1011.56 1255.18 1853.33 * *

IGSA 1.25 1.92 3.12 3.41 4.96 15.92

Greedy 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.14 0.23 1.14

NI 3.86 4.31 4.73 5.35 5.90 16.41

TABLE I. Parameter Setting for IGSA and SAA

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Population Size 50 Iteration Limitation of IGSA 1200

Number of STs 3 Threshold of DP 0.1

Tournament Size 0.3*P Suppression factor H 1000

Pc0 0.2 Initial temperature T 6

Pm0 0.05    0.95



using IGSA compared to Greedy and NI algorithms. More 
specifically, IGSA does not block any request until it 
provisions around 200 requests while the Greedy and NI 
algorithms start to block requests after provisioning around 100 
and 150, respectively. The blocking performance improvement 
of IGSA over Greedy (NI) is at least 30% (25%). In Fig. 2 (d), 
IGSA’s normalized throughput is 4%-24 (9%-21%) higher 
than that of Greedy (NI). This is because IGSA does not try to 
minimize the blocking probability by accepting small 
bandwidth requests. Instead, IGSA also accommodates large 
bandwidth requests to increase the normalized throughput. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have investigated the multicast service-
oriented VN mapping problem over OFDM-based EONs. We 
have proposed a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) 
model that can achieve the lower bound of spectrum 
consumption. In addition, we have proposed an efficient 
heuristic, namely Integrated Genetic and Simulated Annealing 
(IGSA) algorithm, which can jointly optimize the process of 
virtual node mapping, light-tree construction, routing, and 
spectrum allocation for all the multicast requests globally. 
Simulation results have shown that the proposed IGSA 
outperforms existing heuristic schemes in terms of spectrum 
consumption, blocking probability and normalized throughput. 
Our study shows that IGSA can achieve the outcomes that are 
close to the optimal values obtained by the MILP with a much 
lower time complexity. 
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Fig.2 Results for Multicast VN mapping over OFDM-based EONs  
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